EARNING DECA GLASS: ONLINE EVENTS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

- Make decisions (PD:017) (CS)
- Demonstrate problem-solving skills (PD:077) (CS)
- Determine the nature of organizational goals (PD:254) (SP)
- Utilize resources that can contribute to professional development (e.g., trade journals/periodicals, professional/trade associations, classes/seminars, trade shows, and mentors) (PD:036) (SP)
- Describe the use of technology in human resources management (HR:412) (SP)
- Identify continuing education courses or programs available to enhance management skills (PD:258) (SP)

DISCUSSION GUIDE

1. What are the benefits of participating in an online competitive event?

2. What are the benefits and the risks of working with partners versus working individually in an online competitive event?

3. What are effective strategies to use during the qualifying rounds of the Virtual Business Challenge competitive events?

4. In the Virtual Business Challenge competitive events, how does the ICDC strategy differ from strategies used in qualifying rounds?

5. How can a competitor prepare for ICDC competition in the Virtual Business Challenge competitive events?
6. Explain how and why a company may use a virtual simulation in its human resources function.

DECA CONNECTION

If this presentation was of interest to you, look into these additional DECA programs.

- Virtual Business Challenge Events